
Program: Planetary Society Model 

Terra, the first official Extra Terrestrial Jobs Agency on Earth, works on 

attracting talents from outer space to assist mankind solve its current social 

equation by integrating new technologies such as zero point energy, anti 

gravity, telepathy, and teleportation in  every department of its 

administrations, and therefore have Earthlings reach a feasible planetary 

society model. Given the exponentially growing human population on 

Earth, such planetary model will soon need to be duplicated at an 

interstellar level with the help of those who know better… ^^ 



Terra Corp. is offering positions in the following jobs categories: 

- Education 

- Agriculture 

- Energy 

- Medicine 

- Arts 

- Sports 

- Design  

- Demography 

- Economy 

- Transportation 

- Sciences 

- Aerospace 

- Diplomacy 

- Business  

Which ever planet or galaxy you apply from, does not matter. What 

does matter is your capacity to join mankind in its quest to reach a 

planetary society model on Earth and beyond… 

Apply now  via ESP or at www.tess.space/terra or call: 82(0)10 8698 1901  

http://www.tess.space/


The major issue damaging the quality of the Story Galactic field is the poor Earth population growth management. Few enjoy happiness, even though truly very 

limited, while most suffer from repetitive depressing daily patterns, to no shelter and hunger. There is the ground for poor storylines to feed from and expend, as the 

poor population does, exponentially... Tess sees one beautiful way, even though quite radical in local terms, for all human beings to thrive: becoming interstellar! 

Those who seek enjoying another Earth type of planet, which happen to be many..., will be trained, and migrate. Of course they will be able to come back on their 

original Earth planet as long as they wish to do so, and as long as it does not contribute to generate poor storylines. 

 

What is the first step to become interstellar, to be accepted among other species in wondering other planets, solar systems and galaxies? Tess realizes that human 

limitation in becoming interstellar travelers lays in its misconceptions of time, of “death”, which bring pressure upon its kind as it stresses on "how much I can achieve in 

the limited amount of time before death takes it all..." For Tess, whose civilization has enjoyed the concept of "soul in a vessel" where once a body gives up on the soul 

that inhabits it, the soul simply hops out and join a life form to be, on the same planet, or in another one, in the same galaxy or in distant one... The awareness of Tess' 

kind is such that its souls can choose which body, which vessel, it will ride in its next life!... In human’s view, it would be like having a car, a body, and once the car has 

done its time, well, you go get a new one, with the color, size, power and options of your chosen. Same with life! With this understanding, no fear can exist, only 

compassion for those who have not yet understood what a great story we are part of, and invited to consciously develop it.  

 

So... here on Earth, Tess can sense humans might have a long way to go to let their fear go... But, for such a uniquely creative being as mankind is, they are short cuts, 

and Tess wants to share them as she knows this civilization is ready for its paradigm shift, for the eternal ride! While also solutioning the over population crisis and 

suppressing its poor storytelling consequences. 

 

To confront the concept of fear in a rational human way, Tess points out that, for mankind, eliminating fear lays in answering the dramatic question: "to be or not to 

be?" Only by solving this interrogation will this specie evolve.  

 

Tess wonders, yet again, in the intuitive matter of compassion all is made off and sees:    TO BE or x = 1/x or NOT TO BE 

 

As in the process of understanding gravity (Tess, the tale of Gravity), only by reversing her/his sense of being can a human fuse with the negative space/matter, and 

integrate/comprehend, finally, her/his environment. Then, and then only, can mankind truly be!... and enjoy the perpetual movement of life …. x > 1/x > x .... ^^  

 

"This is it!" concludes the newly formed Council of Terra: "This is how mankind will save itself, and be allowed to benefit the sciences and technologies we are now 

trying to share with its representatives: embrace the x = 1/x paradigm shift equation to become the void on inspiration, and itself, as a community of beings, on 

expiration, and become a fearless planetary society where the search for an ever growing knowledge is it, infinite... in time, space and matter... in love, creativity and 

light!..." 

 

On this note, all understand that this is how humanity is to become interstellar, and make the smoothness possible transition to have all its beings thrive, allowing 

other Earthy species, fauna and flora, to regenerate themselves while mankind genuinely goes spreading itself on welcoming planets... Tess knows that the cosmos 

will allow such move only when humans have given up their fear, have understood the infinite and compassionate nature of life, until they have become aware of 

being both x and 1/x. 

 

Tess and her colleagues publishes on Tess Space Enterprises Earth site the equation for all to reflect on, be inspired by, and, for those who embrace it, become 

interstellar and "chose their next stop!" in body... and soul.  
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www.tess.space/terra 


